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Argyle Police Department
Mayor and Members of the Town Council,

The Argyle Police Department is pleased to present our annual report to the Town
Council. This report is comprised of the activities of the Department for calendar year 2014.
Most of the statistical analysis and documents presented are required as a part of our continued
compliance with recognition standards through the Texas Police Chief’s Association Recognition
program, best practices and State law.
2014 was a year in which we sought to overcome staffing shortages while maintaining
the quality of service that our citizens expect. Vacancies existed for most of the calendar year
and as of this date one position is still in training. This left a hole in the schedule of time that
was only made up through the dedication of our patrol staff. We saw numerous changes to our
town --- in staff, traffic, development and an ever increasing population. We worked hand -inhand with our surrounding agencies through interlocal agreements to keep costs to a minimum.
In the end, we have produced a Uniform Crime Statistic Report that I would dare compare to any
town that calls themselves the “Safest in Texas”.
Our Recognized status causes us to continually evaluate and improve ourselves and grow
as an agency. Our training standards and documentation process, though time consuming, are
meaningful as we continue to meet the Best Practices in law enforcement. The Crime Control
and Prevention District continues to fund innovative programs and technology to assist us in all
aspects of our job and service to the citizen. As we look towards the future, we expect to
continue to engage our community through Facebook, Twitter and other avenues to feel the pulse
of this community.
The men and women of the Argyle Police Department are proud of the jobs they do, the
standards they hold and the citizens of this community whom we are sworn to protect. Our
actions are based upon service, justice and fundamental fairness. Responsive policing,
compassion and treating all with dignity and respect are qualities all of these great officers
possess. I am proud to serve alongside them. We are the guardians of democracy.

William T. Tackett
Chief of Police
Argyle Police Department
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Recap of 2014
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The Argyle Police Department continually strives to keep our community safe and secure
through collaborative problem solving and active law enforcement. The philosophy of
Community Policing means that we listen to what citizens have to say, respond to complaints,
and seek out long-term solutions to neighborhood problems and challenges. Our staff is well
trained, well equipped and very committed to serving our community.
Whether one lives or works in Argyle, or is just passing through, the department stands
ready to serve. Of course, the department cannot do it alone. It needs your help in reporting
suspicious activity and crime, becoming and remaining involved in our community watch
programs and sharing information with us to preserve order and safety.
Our mission statement reflects these values and is stated: “The mission of the Argyle Police
Department is to work with citizens and others, who are in need of our services to preserve life,
maintain human rights, protect property, and promote individual responsibility and community
commitment.”
The following is 2014 Department Statistics and Activities:
Administration
1 Racial Profiling complaint - unfounded
2 Use of Force Incidents – no injuries to suspect, 1 officer injury
No citizen use of force related complaints
2 pursuits
No citizen pursuit related complaints
2 on-duty injuries
1 internal sustained complaint against an officer
Miles Driven 75,211*(approximate)
Argyle Police Department became the 85th Agency in the State of Texas to be “Recognized” on
October 7, 2013. This certification lasts for 4 years and involves ongoing compliance.
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Crime Control and Prevention District Projects
•
•
•
•
•

National Night Out
Red Ribbon Week Sponsor for Hilltop and Argyle Intermediate schools
Argyle High School Project Graduation 2014 Sponsor (Direct impact to assisting in
providing a drug/alcohol free graduation night through a grant to the PG parent
committee.)
Hosted Argyle Senior Citizen’s Center Monthly Luncheons.
Drug Collection boxes as poundage. 3 cans = 175 lbs destroyed.

Interlocal Cooperation
This agency continues to work jointly with AISD Police Department through a Memorandum of
Understanding for Law Enforcement Services.
Our communications (911, radio service) are handled through Denton County with an interlocal
agreement for Shared Governance Program for dispatch services.
Denton County also hosts and maintains a multi-jurisdictional records management system
(RMS) for Denton County and several police and fire departments in the County. We maintain
access to and have an Interlocal agreement for IT support related to this RMS.
Training
Officers of the Argyle Police Department had the following documented training hours during
Calendar Year 2014. Training highlights included the addition of an additional Field Training
Officer and mandated training.

Hours

2012

Combined 559

2013

2014

Inc/Dec
over
last
year

249

362

+45%
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Patrol & Traffic Division
Goals and Objectives
It is the objective of the Argyle Police Department’s Patrol Division to provide
professional police services to the citizens, visitors and businesses of Argyle through modern and
effective methods. The Patrol Division officers work closely with the citizens and businesses of
Argyle and with the other law enforcement and public safety agencies in Denton County to
ensure the safety and security of our community.
The Patrol Division is staffed by four police officers, and one sergeant. In addition, it
should be noted that all sworn members of the department, up to and including the Chief of
Police, actively engage in the patrol function on a regular basis.
The duties of the Patrol Division officers include the following: Responding to calls for
service; providing for police patrol for the town 24 hours a day, seven days a week;
communicating with the public on a regular basis in order to disperse and gather information and
take action regarding issues relevant to the needs of the community; Conducting preliminary
investigations; arresting offenders and completing related reports and monitoring vehicle traffic
and the enforcement of traffic laws.

2012

2013

2014

Inc/Dec over
last year

Close Patrol

565

2178

2895

+33%

Business Contacts

149

22

160

+627%

Arrests

178

84

76

-10%

Citations

2193

1930

1427

-26%

Traffic Stops

4406

4504

3500

-22%

Accident Reports

54

55

70

+27%

Calls for Service

7796

7611

5584

-27%*

Response Time

7:35

7:34

7:38

+1%

93688

101177

75211

Category & Year

Miles Driven
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Definitions:
Close patrols consist of citizen or business requests for special patrols of their property for
vacations, special patrols and crime deterrence.
Business contacts are visits by officers to update contact information and inquire about any
crime prevention tactics tthat may be needed or suggested.
Arrests are the number of arrests made for violations of penal law.
Citations consist of traffic stops or other enforcement action that results in a summons to court.
Traffic stops are initiated by officers for violations of traffic laws and suspicious circumstances.
Accidents report the number of accidents that resulted in an accident report completed. It does
not include those accidents responded to where the driver did not want a report.
Calls for service includes all initiatives made as a result of officers’ actions or were dispatched.
It does not include traffic stops.
Response time measures the time dispatch was notified about an incident that requires an officer
to the scene and the time the officer actually arrived. This number is approximate for 2014,
across all priority calls and requests.
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Criminal Investigations
The Criminal Investigations Division, (CID) is responsible for investigating cases that are
filed with the Police Department. Offenses range from homicides to criminal mischief. Other
duties include interviewing suspects and victims, filing cases with the Denton County District
Attorney’s Office, tracking cases filed with the Police Department, obtaining and serving
warrants of arrest, etc. The primary goal of the Criminal Investigations Division is to provide a
high quality of service to the citizens of the Town of Argyle through hard work and
determination and bringing justice to those that are victims of these crimes. Below are CID
related statistics from the past year:

Case Crimes &
Investigations

2012

2013

2014

Inc/Dec over last year

Cases Investigated

157

162

102

-37%

CID Planning & Goals
Monitoring CID results
The 2014 performance review for the Criminal Investigations Division has been
completed. It contains all of the pertinent statistics involved in CID. Tracking these stats has
become much easier thanks to the implementation of the new Sungard software program. The
new E-File system the District Attorney’s Office implemented allows our Investigator to file all
cases through an online format which assists the Departments’ goal of going paperless.
Most of the year, the department had two patrol officer vacancies. To support the hiring
process, CID performed 9 complete backgrounds of applicants. These applicants have passed
our initial entry level standardized test and met the minimum requirements. Employee
background Investigations are a vital area of importance within the Criminal Investigation
Division to aide in hiring the best candidate possible.
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The Investigator worked 220 shifts total on duty. Because of patrol officer shortages,
112 of these shifts were Patrol Shifts or 51%. 108 of these shifts were CID Shifts or 49%. This
does not include regular days off, vacation days, holidays, sick days, or days in training.
Expand Areas of Investigation
In 2014, the Investigator attended several training classes. One significant class he
attended was a class on Writing Search Warrants. The application of this training came quickly
while investigating a crime against children offense. A Search Warrant was obtained and
executed on a house in Argyle. Coordination of a multi-agency response that included the
Flower Mound Police Department and Homeland Security resulted in the retrieval of evidence
that was taken from the residence. The evidence was sent to Homeland Security to be analyzed.
The training he received was vital in writing an accurate Search Warrant Affidavit. Other
training received was Active Shooter Training, Investigating Metal Theft and the Leads Online
Conference. Leads Online is a website the Investigator utilizes in searching for stolen property
through pawn shops, jewelry stores, etc. He can also track stolen metals as well using this
website.
Continuing Education
Training is an integral part of being an Investigator. It is an important part of any Law
Enforcement Officer’s career. It is always our goal to keep our investigative techniques on the
leading edge. As a cross trained team member in CID and Patrol, there is a significant demand
on training time available.
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Argyle Police Department
Property & Evidence Performance Review
The Argyle Police Department collects and maintains items of property as Evidence,
Found Property, and Safekeeping. It is the duty of the assigned Property Officer to ensure proper
documentation and storage of those items for later court presentation, release, or destruction.
Listed below is a summary of items of property processed in 2014. In 2013 & 2014, the P&E
group made significant strides in reducing the number of adjudicated items in the property room.
This results in a more efficient inventory and accountability of property.
Stats and Facts

2012

2013

2014

Inc/Dec over last year

Items In Property

462

257

211

-18%

Items Logged
into Property

188

229

188

-18%

Items Released

1

23

56

+143%

Items Disposed

50

560

154

-75%
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Use of Force Analysis
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Argyle Police Department
Use of Force Analysis 2014
The Argyle Police Department reported 2 (same as last year) Use of Force incidents (out of
9,084 citizen calls/contacts) during the calendar year 2014. Use of Force by the Argyle Police
Department is defined in the Argyle Police Department Manual Policy 6.1:

“It is the policy of this department that officers use only the force that is reasonably necessary to
effectively bring an incident under control, while protecting the lives of the officer and others.
The use of force must be objectively reasonable. The officer must only use that force which a
reasonably prudent officer could use under the same or similar circumstances. The officer’s
actions will be reviewed based upon the information known to the officer at the time the force
was used. Information discovered after the fact will not be considered when assessing the
reasonableness of the use of force. Given that no policy can predict every possible situation, it is
recognized that each officer must be entrusted with well-reasoned discretion in determining the
appropriate use of force in each incident.”
I. PURPOSE
The purpose of this policy is to provide law enforcement officers of this agency with guidelines
for the use of deadly and non-deadly force.
II. DEFINITIONS
A. Deadly force
Deadly Force: Any use of force that creates a substantial risk of causing
death or serious bodily harm.
B. Non-deadly force
Non-deadly Force: Any use of force other than that which is considered
deadly force. This includes any physical effort used to control or restrain
another, or to overcome the resistance of another.
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C. Objectively Reasonable
1. Objectively Reasonable: This term means that, in determining the necessity
for force and the appropriate level of force, officers shall evaluate each
situation in light of the known circumstances, including, but not limited to,
the seriousness of the crime, the level of threat or resistance presented by the
subject, and the danger to themselves and the community.
2. In evaluating the reasonable application of force, officers may consider their
own age, size, strength, and skill level with department weapons, other
training and experience, state of health including level of exhaustion, the
number of officers opposing the number of suspects or other exigent
circumstances.”
One of those incidents involved only the display of their service weapon. One incident was an
agency assist where the deputies were fighting with a patient experiencing a psychotic episode.
There were no incidents involving the use of a CEW or Taser. One half (1) of the incidents
happened in the capacity of providing backup to surrounding agencies. This statistic is not
surprising as most of the surrounding agencies also have single member patrol vehicles and
similar staffing to the Argyle Police Department.
One incident occurred around 2100 hours. The other incident occurred at 0900 hours. Alcohol or
drug usage by subjects appeared to be a significant factor in the use of force incidents reported.
In one incident, the display of lethal/deadly force stopped the situation and nothing further was
needed. In the other incident, the deputies were already “hands-on” with the subject and the
Argyle officer joined the fray.
There is no pattern of use of force by any single officer of this agency.
No use of force complaints were filed with the Argyle Police Department. No injuries occurred
to either suspect and one officer was injured during the hands-on scuffle.
There were no training opportunities that were learned from the review of these incidents by the
supervisors during the year 2014.
No use of force incident required the Chief of Police to issue a policy statement based upon the
recommendation of the Captain and the review.
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Argyle Police Department
Break Down of Incidents 2014:
Display of Taser 0
Display of Taser/Backup* 0
Display of Firearm 1
Display of Firearm/Backup* 0
Display of Patrol Rifle 0
Taser Discharge 0
Hands On 0
Hands On/Backup* 1
Firearm Discharge 0
Patrol Rifle Discharge 0
*Backup denotes an agency assist.
**Order listed is not intended to be the order that force must be used in.
Alcohol use by suspect 1
Drug use by suspect 1
Officers Involved
857 1
860 1
The Use of Force Policy was revised on September 30, 2013 to obtain compliance with standards during
the TPCAF onsite visit.
Prepared
January 09, 2015
William T. Tackett, Chief of Police
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Pursuit Analysis
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Argyle Police Department
Vehicle Pursuit Analysis 2014
This report analysis was completed for the purpose of reviewing the Argyle Police Department’s
Vehicle Pursuits for the calendar year 2014. The data collected for this report was generated
from officer’s pursuit report submitted via the internal PD web interface.
Vehicle pursuits are reported by the officer who initiates the pursuit in each instance on the web
interface. Vehicle pursuits that are entered into in an Agency Assist capacity are also reported
via the PD web interface. It is required of each officer on duty while a pursuit is in progress to
have their Mobile Video Recording System (MVRS) activated.
The pursuit reports are then reviewed by the Patrol Sergeant, CID Sergeant, Captain and Chief of
Police via email or informal discussion. After the pursuit critique is completed by the
supervisors the reports are filed in the Captain’s office.
There were two vehicle pursuits recorded by officers during the calendar year 2014.
This analysis was completed to meet the Texas Police Chief’s Association Best Practices 7.14.1
(Vehicle Pursuits).
Analysis
The two pursuits that Argyle Police Department engaged in during the 2014 calendar year were
within policy definition for pursuits as felony offenses.
Offense - confirmed stolen vehicle
Offense - confirmed stolen vehicle – possible kidnapping in progress
The pursuits were conducted by two separate Argyle Officers on separate occasions. One pursuit
occurred at 0055 hours while the second occurred at 1235 hrs. One pursuit terminated when the
suspects ditched the vehicle and took off into a wooded area. The subject was subsequently
arrested and criminal charges were filed. One pursuit was terminated by the officer due to public
safety concerns of heavy traffic. That subject was subsequently arrested by Fort Worth Police
Department as the vehicle entered into their city. The reviews of these incidents by supervisors
noted that the policy was effective, the training was accurate and all equipment performed
properly. One officer was counseled for not having emergency equipment activated while en
route to the call and for driving behavior inconsistent with the mission of the department.
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Pursuit Policy
There were no changes to the pursuit policy during the calendar year 2014.
Recommendations
None.

William T. Tackett, Chief of Police
January 06, 2015
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Accident and Injury Analysis
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Argyle Police Department
Accident and Injury Analysis 2014
This report analysis was completed for the purpose of reviewing the Argyle Police Department’s
Traffic Accidents, Accidents and Injuries for the calendar year 2014. The data collected for this
report was generated from officer’s pursuit reports, CR-3 and First Report of Injury forms.
Vehicle pursuits are reported by the officer who initiates the pursuit in each instance on the web
interface. Vehicle pursuits that are entered into an Agency Assist capacity are also reported via
the PD web interface. CR-3 forms are produced on fleet accidents that meet the TxDOT
reporting requirements; they are completed by our traffic accident investigator or the Department
of Public Safety. First Report of Injury forms are completed by the officer and supervisor within
24 hours of the injury.
The pursuit reports are then reviewed by the Patrol Sergeant, CID Sergeant, Captain and Chief of
Police via email or informal discussion. Accident reports (even those not submitted on a CR-3)
are reviewed by the Departments Accident Review Board (ARB). First report of injury forms
(FRI) are submitted to the Town Secretary and kept on file.
There were no fleet accidents during the calendar year 2014. There were two minor injuries that
occurred during police calls for service. The accident review board met and discussed only one
of these events and only one First Report of Injury was filed.
This analysis was completed to meet the Texas Police Chief’s Association Best Practices 4.10
(Accident and Injury Prevention)
Accident
•
•

Traffic
Workplace

0
2

0.0%
100.0%

Officer fell and broke arm removing a branch hanging down in a lane of traffic.
Officer scraped his left forearm during a scuffle with a patient in a psychotic episode.
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Analysis
One injury was preventable, but precautions were not taken due to sense of urgency of protection
of the public from the overhanging branch. The second injury was not preventable due to the
nature of the call.
Policy
During the calendar year 2012, the Chief Tackett issued the original polices dated 17Feb12 for
both accident and injury review. No updates were made for 2014.
Policy Violations
Traffic Accidents
Workplace Safety

0
0

During the review of accidents conducted in the calendar year 2014, there were no significant
issues related to policy violations that arose.
Recommendations
1. Training related to work place safety and scene assessment should be stressed during
FTO and in-service training.
William T. Tackett, Chief of Police
January 06, 2014
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Calls for Service
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Citation Summary
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5 Year Citation vs Staffing
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Crash Reports
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In 2014 we were dispatched to 115 crashes. Of these crashes, 70 required an actual cares report.
A crash report is completed when damage is greater than $1,000.00 or when there is an injury.
Crashes reported increased by 10% over 2013 and actual crash reports taken increased by 8%.
November had the highest amount of reported crashes (13) with February, June and July tied at
(6). Fridays led the days with (13) and you were least likely to be involved in a crash on
Saturday (7).
There were no reported fatalities within the town limits during 2014.
Officers utilize this data for increased enforcement in problem areas in an attempt to reduce the
amount of traffic accidents at a given location.
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Racial Profiling Report
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Uniform Crime Report
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Index Crimes
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For the fourth year in row, total index crimes have dropped in Argyle, Texas. These statistics
only track violent and property crimes in our area, but are “uniform” in the manner in which they
are reported by over 18,000 agencies in the United States.
Violent crime is composed of four offenses: murder and nonnegligent manslaughter,
rape, robbery, and aggravated assault. Violent crimes are defined in the UCR Program as
those offenses which involve force or threat of force. For 2014 we had 5 offenses in the violent
crime category (all assaults)
Property crime includes the offenses of burglary, larceny-theft, motor vehicle theft, and
arson. The object of the theft-type offenses is the taking of money or property, but there
is no force or threat of force against the victims. For 2014 we had 22 offenses in the property
crime category.
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